The MAAIC Event Pass is a year-long, one-stop-shop for entry to the Indian Center’s wonderful events.

Included in your Event Pass purchase are dining events, cultural evenings and art talks, private museum receptions and $10 off 4 Class Registrations.

New benefits pop up during the year!

EVENT PASS RULES: Event Pass is good for a 12 month period, not a calendar year. New benefits for Event Pass card holders may pop up throughout the year of your current Event Pass purchase and you will be granted access and/or allowed to use your Event Pass on these events, even if it is not listed on the Event Pass card. Event Pass cards may be handed off to a friend to use, in the event that the card holder cannot attend an event. New Event Pass cards must be purchased at the end of the 12-month period. Event Pass card holders are not guaranteed access to events that require registration or ticket purchase (MAAIC & Friends Culture Dash, Share Our Food, etc.). Even as an Event Pass card holder, you must register for events, as we are limited to entries and tickets in some cases. For more information about how to use your Event Pass or for answers to your Event Pass questions, contact The Indian Center.
APPLICATION

Full Name: ________________________________
Date of Birth: ____________________________
Mailing Address: __________________________
City: __________ State: _______ Zip Code: _______
Phone Number: ____________________________
Email: ____________________________________

☐ I have read & agree to the “Event Pass Rules” stated on the front of this application.

Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________

I hereby consent to participation in interviews, the use of quotes, and the taking of photographs, movies or video tapes of the card holder named above by MAAIC during the events. I also grant MAAIC the right to edit, use and reuse said production for non-profit purposes including use in print and internet materials, and all other forms of media. I also hereby release MAAIC and its employees and volunteers from all claims, demands, and liabilities whatsoever in connection with the above.

☐ Yes, I agree to the above and will participate.
☐ No, I do not want to participate.

As a participant in the Mid-America All-Indian Center Events, I hereby hold harmless for liability on my behalf of any of our organizers, sponsors, participant, spectators, land owners, officers or incidental third parties from all known claims, unknown damages and injuries whatsoever that may be suffered by an entrant or guest, person or property. I have read and understand this disclaimer.

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT

Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________